
PHOTOSHOOT AGREEMENT

Photographer Model

Name

Alias (“credited as”) Regina Piil

Address Copenhagen, Denmark

Phone no.

E-mail address regina_christiansen@hotmail.com

Date of birth

AGREEMENT

- This contract deals with the conditions of photography, copyright, usage rights and the general responsibility for
the photographic material prepared in collaboration between Photographer and Model in order to prevent disputes
and ensure the rights of the parties involved in the cooperation.
The following parties are required to comply fully with the terms of this contract as regards to the right of use as
well as copyright issues. Neither the Photographer or the Model may be held responsible for any third party’s
abuse of this material if this is due to theft, improper copying or other improper access to the material. If one of
the parties becomes aware of such abuse, the person concerned is required to inform the other party immediately.

- It is agreed that all personal information given in this contract will not be made publicly available, but may only
be used directly in relation to the licensing of the images where necessary. The Photographer and Model shall
always be credited with their “Alias” when publishing the images.

- The images may not be used to discredit the Photographer and the Model.

- The images may not be used in any political, religious, pornographic, defamatory or illegal context/manner.

- The Photographer is always the copyright holder of the photographic material and can alter the photos without
restrictions, unless otherwise stated under “CONDITIONS”.

- The Photographer is not obliged to edit and use photos from the shoot but shall provide the Model with a digital
copy on download link or e-mail address of those photos that are effectively edited and used.

- The Photographer confirms and agrees to the terms as said out at www.reginapiil.com/my-terms and these
conditions have been sent out to the photographer prior to the shoot.

CONDITIONS

1. Public display:
The images from this photoshoot can be used:

In the Photographer’s and Model’s portfolio(s) and website(s)
On the Photographer’s and Model’s social media(s)
On photo-related sites like PurplePort, ModelMayhem, Model-Kartei, or similar, by both parties
By the Photographer in competitions and exhibitions
For the Photographer’s and Model’s own marketing, including publication and features
By the Photographer for art prints and art book sales, both in printed and digital form
For non-commercial articles and guides authored by the Photographer
Other:_______________________________________________________________

2. Limitations on usage:
The photos may not be added to any dating site or adult-oriented sites like OnlyFans, Bentbox etc.
The photos and the copyright cannot be sold to third parties for advertisement, stock images etc.
The Model does not agree to alterations being made to the photos that would make them appear pornographic
The Model does not agree to heavy editing of the Model’s appearance
Any picture containing visible labia may not be used or published in any media
Other:_______________________________________________________________

3. Styles of photography:
Portrait Fashion Conceptual Commercial Fitness Lingerie Topless Implied Nude
Fashion Nude Art Nude (no visible labia) Other:_____________________________________________
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http://www.reginapiil.com/my-terms


NB! The Model does not agree to shooting glamour, fetish and erotic/adult/open leg/met art. The Model does not
consent to visible labia, meaning the genitalia has to be hidden by posing or coverage. If in doubt, written
permission can be given for the specific picture before publishing.

4. Other conditions:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Date of shoot: Time: Place of shoot:

The Model receives a compensation of ______________ for their effort and the granted rights of the images.

Signature: Date: Date:

_________________________________ __________________________________
Photographer Model

By signing this contract the Photographer and Model respectively agree to the above terms, and that the information they have given in the
“Photographer” and “Model” sections are correct. In case of dispute, Danish law is applicable.
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